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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Inuk super-compact universal support will be launched on Kickstarter
Made in Italy, carbon fiber support for any camera & adaptable to any kind surface

ITALY - No need any more to choose which tripod or clamp to carry with you: Inuk replaces
them all and fits in your pockets, combining lightness, versatility, ease of use plus the lightness
and robustness of carbon fiber.

Pocket size, it’s just 170x90x25mm!!
Flat legs and integrated foldable arms design (patent pending) replace traditional tripod tubular
legs to reach unparalleled compactness with the additional possibilities of a video rig.
Pocketsize like a mobile phone when folded, it opens three legs and two foldable arms to
accommodate VSLR, mirrorless, action cameras, smart phones and tablets along with
accessories such as lights, flashes and microphones for up to 1.5 kg payload.

Inuk in rig configuration

INUKTECH SRLS

Inuk supporting GoPro action camera
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Inuk is an open and expandable platform through the wide range of our accessories and
connectors: ¼” -20 universal camera screw, smart phone and tablet clamp, GoPro adapter, mini
ball head. Inuk can be placed, tied or connected in any position and on any surface - both still
or moving – using magnets, suction cups and straps.

Inuk with magnets

Inuk with straps

Inuk with suction cups

Future accessories and add-ons are already in development (dolly, slider and pulleys) that will
further expand Inuk’s capability to cover a broader range of applications.
Inuk’s Kickstarter campaign will be launched on March the 1st. Inuk will be offered in several
configuration and kits available for up to 50% off retail sales prices for Kickstarter supporters.
Inuktech Srls is a start-up camera gear company based in Italy. Founded in 2018 by a team of
video-photography enthusiasts and professionals, former Manfrotto Support managers. We
combine technical, manufacturing and product development experience to create innovative,
exciting, high standard video - photo gears at affordable prices for amateur and professional
video and photo lovers.
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